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Summary of Conclusions (including questions and recommendations):

Dr. Zdenko Šimić  
 
- in general…no single solution to sustainable energy is the answer…the technology is there, but progress will be made only 

through employing everything we know at all levels.
- importance of mutual understanding regarding many interdependent issues (e.g., how do you balance jobs vs. environmental 

impact?).
- a flexible economy as a positive side of the market (e.g., the US fracking boom).
- the danger of being misled by the simplified black and white rhetoric.
- the use of PV @ buildings should be encouraged, particularly in conjunction with multiple technologies (f.ex. heat pumps, heat 

exchangers, etc.).
- decentralized production close to consumption increases efficiency but opens issues with distribution system operation and 

economy.  
- a choice of PV technologies and system layouts allows optimization regarding cost and energy production.
- PV @ SPVH Pavilion… PV modules on E, S, and W walls increase energy cost but helps spreading solar radiation over longer 

daytime period.
- continued reductions in PV module production costs will further stimulate purification of creative architectural integration in the 

future.  



Marina Zajec

- importance of circular economy and the cradle to cradle principle.
- can a DIY practice be certified / legitimized?
- importance of passive solar building design.
- importance of modesty.
- sustainability and financial enslavement.
- how well do existing architectural certification systems serve to evaluate sustainable practices (f.ex. LEED Certification vs. 

Living Building Challenge)?
- energy efficiency also as a measure of what went into producing the materials in a building. 
- green architecture is local, traditional, contemporary, natural, logical, healthy, common sense, economical, circular, easy to 

disassemble, recyclable, raw, reused, DIY, solar, microclimatic, genius loci, modest, socially sensitive, spatially luxurious, 
reconstructed.

Dr. Dražen Šimleša

- we are very close to destroying the ecosystem. 
- is it possible for society to achieve prosperity without economic growth, and if not, are we growing in order to improve living, 

health and education or just to feed consumerism without care for the environment?
- we have become addicted to growth, and addicted to debt…and the two are interconnected.
- capitalism is about constantly creating an economic crisis.
- a good economy supports quality of life throughout the community ; creates ample opportunity to meet opportunities and needs 

without threatening others; shares and accepts responsibility; fosters solidarity; accounts for fairly used and shared 
resources; respects a sustainable ecosystem.

- call for ethical banks, common goods approach, fair trade, cooperative based initiatives…economy for the common good.
- alternative local currencies (f.ex. ROCBF - NEWTs, Chiemgauer, etc.). 
- sustainable development requires a positive and feasible alternative to existing systems at a legitimized structural level.
- brought up the [tragically complex] realization that other nations (f.ex. India, China) will never reach the same standard of living 

as we know it in the west, based on ecological footprint models.
- suggested that we look more closely at the intended uses for the pavilion.



David Smithson

- change comes through a working commitment, through participation.
- importance of critical selection of materials, (f.ex. wood as sustainable structural, insulating and finishing material; concrete for 

flexible structural and heat sink capacities, sparingly used).
- sustainable for whom?…affordability.
- @ SPVH…give attention to balancing the artistic provocation with the architectural/sustainable functioning of the pavilion.
- wrapping the MSU's 10 concrete columns on the south side with straw bales could be an effective and worthwhile action/

initiative for the SPVH project. 
- call for a consequent understanding and implementation of universality.
- breaking the vicious circle of a war economy, subsidizing what we need instead of subsidizing waste.

Dr. Maja Božičević-Vrhovčak

- suggested the implementation of passive solar principles in the pavilion.  

Plenary Input…

- lack of alternatives to styrofoam insulation (Marija Smolčić, participant from Sisak).
- the time factor…time is running out (Mladenka Dabac, participant from Zagreb). 

 


